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Sounds of Motown
 
Thirty years ago in Windsor, CKLW, one ofthe greatest rock 'n' roll stations ever,
 

lost an angry battle with the newly created CRTC who demanded more Canadian content.
 
In Quebec City thefight has begun all over again. 

by David Hayes 

Rosalie Trombley, music director of the late, great rock 'n' roll station CKlW. The hit song Rosalie was named after her. 
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Sou nds of Motown 

A song would be playing-say, 
Bachman-Turner Overdrive's Ta

kin' Care C!f Business - and the nor
mally arrogant rock stars and record 
promotion reps would look nervous
ly at each other, occasionally stealing 
a glance at the woman known as the 
"Girl with the Golden Ear," sitting be
hind an office desk, her eyes narrow
ing in concentration. There were often 
no niceties to come, they knew, just a 
smile and a casual "I like it," or a frown 
followed by a blunt dismissal. 

Rosalie Trombley, music director at 
CKLW in Windsor from the late-1960s 
to the mid-1980s, earned her nickname 
because of her uncanny ability to pick 
which songs would, or wouldn't, be 
hits. The station dominated the trend
setting Detroit market and Trombley 
launched the careers of diverse artists, 
being the first to play Alice Cooper's 
I'm Eighteen and The Guess Who's 
These Eyes. Little wonder The Stones, 
Iggy Pop, Lou Rawls, Dionne Warwick, 
The Osmonds, and Diana Ross all felt 
it necessary to visit the station. Heart
land rocker Bob Seger even wrote the 
hit song Rosalie about her, singing in his 
soulful voice, "she's got the tower, she 
got the power." 

But while the rockers mingled with 
Rosalie and the station's long-haired 
deejays, a different kind of celebrity 
was watching from Ottawa. They had 
arrived with Pierre Trudeau from Que
bec, and preferred well-pressed suits 
and manicured haircuts-people like 
Gerard Pelletier, and Pierre Juneau who 
would soon head up the newly form
ed Canadian Radio-Television Com
mission (CRTC). They had forged their 
credentials as cultural nationalists in 
Quebec's Quiet Revolution and were 
now determined to protect English Ca
nadian culture from American domi
nation. One of their first targets was 
CKLW, a station the CRTC would soon 
claim was American masquerading as 
Canadian. In the words ofone CRTC of
ficial of the day, they intended to "re
patriate" it, a move that triggered a 
national debate over artistic freedom 
that echoes today and still enrages 
Trombley, who remains in Windsor. 
"Oh, my God. Oh, my God," she groans, 
her voice rising as she recalls the show
down with Trudeau's cultural czars. 

"They had no idea! Retired teachers, 
nurses, and accountants, telling me 
about the music I should be playing. 
FUCK THE CRTC!" 

Listening to CKLW was a visceral ex
perience- fast-paced and punchy with 
its fifty thousand watts capable ofblan
keting the region and, at night, when 
atmospheric conditions made it possi
ble, stretching north to Sudbury, east to 
New York, and south to Florida. (Even 
listeners in Scandinavia and New Zea
land reported hearing it.) It routinely 
captured more than 20 percent of the 
listeners in its market-a figure impos
sible to imagine in today's fragmented 
radio industry. By 1973, with twelve 
million listeners, it was the third-largest 
station in North America. "The culture, 
when I got there, was, 'ifyou've made it 
this far, you can pretty much walk on 
water,''' recalls deejay Pat Holiday, who 
arrived as a green twenty-two year old 
from Hartford in 1970. "No one was go
ing to hold you back on shore." 

CKLW'S success was built on the 
work of a handful of radio pioneers. 
After seeing teenagers playing the same 
songs over and over on jukeboxes, they 
created the TOP-40 playlist, used pro
motional stunts, and developed the 
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concept of deejay as a "personality." 
But in California it was Bill Drake, a 
deejay and program director turned con
sultant, who finally pulled it all togeth
er into a powerful format dubbed "Boss 
Radio." His target audience was baby 
boom teenagers crazy for rock 'n' roll. 

Working from a "hot clock" that di
vided an hour into segments, Drake, 
whose real name was Philip Yarbrough, 
set his newscasts at twenty minutes be
fore and after the hour (dubbed "20120 

News"), which meant his deejays could 

"sweep" three or four songs back-to
back to catch the attention of those 
surfing the dial. More controversially, 
Drake insisted that his jocks talk less 
and play more music. He was famous 
for showing them how to say in eight 
words what they'd previously said in 
twenty-four. "The deejays, at times, 
sounded as if they were broadcasting 
at gunpoint," recalls David Carson in 
his book Rockin' Down the Dial. 

CKLW'S American owners watched 
the Drake formula breathe new life in
to moribund stations across the U.S., 
and in 1966 decided their Windsor op
eration, which began in 1932 as CKOK, 

had to catch up with the times. They 
turned to Paul Drew, who had worked 
with Drake. An indefatigable bulldog 
of a man, Drew spoke in a nasal mono
tone and practiced management-by-in
timidation. He cleared out many of the 
old-time staff: hired fresh talent, and 
trained them in the Drake style. To 
make sure they stuck to the format, he 
went everywhere listening to CKLW on 
a transistor radio with an earplug. He 
also controlled the "Batphone" in the 
studio, which "vas connected to a red, 
one-hundred-watt light bulb in the con
trol room. When it flashed, Drew was 
calling, usually with a criticism. One 
deejay lasted only four hours before be
ing fired. 

Drew also had a broader strategy. 
He knew that kids in Windsor and 
Detroit of every race listened to black 
music. So at a time when most pop sta
tions skewed toward white artists, he 
tilted CKLW toward soul, and rhythm 
and blues-not hard to do in a market 
that was home to Berry Gordy's cele
brated Motown Records. It all came to
gether, and Tom Shannon, then in his 
early twenties and one of CKLW'S stars 
through the late 1960s, remembers that 
within two months of the April 1967 
launch of what was now called the Big 
8, everyone knew the station was a win
ner. "We were getting more phone calls 
than ever before and the record compa
ny promoters were suddenly very in
terested in us," recalls Shannon, who 
now hosts a drive-time show at WHTT, 

an oldies station in Butli.lio. "We'd get 
onto a record that nobocly else was 
playing, and there would be incredi
ble sales peaks." 
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As the station's popularity grew, because the Big 8 was playing it. In 1971, new regulations also required 
Trombley, a divorced mother of three, CKLw'S growing clout wasn't lost on that 30 percent of the content on AM 
who started out as a station reception Ottawa, where the CRTC'S first chair stations had to be Canadian. To qual
ist, continued to meet with a steady man was Pierre Juneau, a French-Ca ify, a record had to meet at least two 
stream of rock stars and promotion nadian intellectual whose sensibilities tests: a Canadian must have written the 
reps who arrived each week to hype couldn't be further removed from that lyrics, composed the music, produced 
their artists. Not only could she intui of the freewheeling, entrepreneurial or performed the song, or the record
tively sense which songs might be hits, world ofcommercial radio. As a young ing had to have been made in a domes
she backed it up with research, part of man in Montreal, Juneau was part of a tic studio. 
which involved phoning a network of dynamic clique clustered around the The CRTC'S rules soon triggered a 
fifty record shops in Windsor and De political journal Cite libre, which in national debate over the merits of pro
troit to find out what was selling. cluded Trudeau and future cabinet tectionism and the Canadian public's 

From the 100 to ISO records she re ministers Gerard Pelletier, Maurice and sovereign right to listen to foreign mu
ceived each week, Trombley chose no Jeanne Sauve, and Marc Lalonde. They sic. In the long run, most agree that the 
more than six to add to the playljst. "If were all part of the Quiet Revolution new Canadian content regulations (the 
there was a record I wasn't that inter in the early 1960s, when the province so-called CanCon rules) accelerated the 
ested in but they [the reps1believed in, went through a period of progressive speed at which the nation's music in
I'd say, 'Show me,'" says Trombley. "I'd political, social, and cultural upheaval dustry matured. But Larry LeBlanc, 
tell them, 'Take it out to Grand Rapids symbolized by Premier Jean Lesage's a veteran music journalist ""ho today 
or Flint or Lansing. See if you can get slogan, maftre chez nous (masters in our is Canadian bureau chief for Billboard 
some airplay out there. Get the thing own house). magazine, believes that too much em
started, if it's gonna start.''' To Juneau and others involved in phasis is placed on the role of CanCon 

In 1968, with the Drake formula firm shaping Canada's broadcasting poli regulations in its development. 
ly in place and Trombley picking hit cy, the CRTC (which in 1976 was renam What is beyond dispute, though, 
after hit, Drew left the station just as a ed the Canadian Radio-television and is that in the early 1970S there wasn't 
wave of Canadian nationalism, fueled Telecommunications Commission) was enough high-quality content to ade
by Pierre Trudeau's arrival in Ottawa, seen as a potent force that could usher quately fill the air time, resulting in 
hit the cultural industries. A new Broad in a similar revolution, one in which seemingly endless repetitions of songs 
casting Act passed that year required the state would intervene to strength by famous singers such as Anne Mur
Canadian radio and TV stations to be at en English-speaking Canadian culture ray, Gordon Lightfoot, and transplant
least 80 percent Canadian owned. against the pervasive American influ ed Canadians like Joni Mitchell and 

The Broadcasting Act also created ence. Regulations were soon changed, Neil Young. 
the CRTC, which was preparing Cana requiring domestic control of radio and In most Canadian cities, where U.S. 
dian-content regulations that would television outlets. As public policy, Ju radio stations were far enough away to 
soon lead to a dramatic showdown with neau's move was radical. It marked the be a weak presence on the dial, the 
CKLW, now arguably the most impor first time the government had required CRTC'S interference was annoying but 
tant radio station in Canada. Pat Hol that foreign control of an industry be manageable. The staff and manage
iday, who today is vice-president and repatriated to Canadian ownership. ment at CKLW, however, directly com
general manager of three Toronto sta As a result, in 1970 CKLW'S American peting with powerful Detroit stations, 
tions, including Mix 99.9 (CKFM), says owners sold the station to Baton Broad felt betrayed by Ottawa. At repeated 
programmers were routinely study casting, controlled by the Eaton and CRTC regulatory hearings in the capi
ing CKLVV'S playlist, often picking up a Bassett families ofToronto, for $4 mil tal, they pleaded for an exemption. It 
song they had previously rejected just lion (U.S.). would prove fruitless. 
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Fred Sorrell, a Windsor native who ada and the U.S. crosses the Ambas the Commission even before Can
was the station's general manager from sador Bridge. Many Windsorites also Con," he recalls. "They were proud 
1969 to 1973, is still appalled. "We were work across the river and McNamara that they had this massive audience in 
talking to a brick wall," he says. "They says they are about as American as you the United States, and you could tell 
didn't understand this city and didn't can get without U.S. citizenship. that all the programming was fixed on 
respect the success of this radio sta There was also an argument-prob Detroit. Everything was done to hide 
tion. They only knew the CBC mentali ably legitimate, and certainly keenly felt from its American audience that this 
ty." Asked what was behind the CRTC'S by those who worked at cKLw-that was a Canadian station. So there was 
stubbornness, he replies bluntly, "Na the Big 8 contributed to the easing of a feeling that we should repatriate the 
tionalism. Wave the flag. And igno racial tensions in Detroit, which had programming of CKLW for its Canadi
rance of the market." been shaken by some of the worst race an audience." 

Class and regional politics were al riots in U.S. history. After all, not many George Pollard, a social psychologist 
so involved, says Toronto filmmaker radio outlets in America blended black at Carleton University, worked in ra
Michael McNamara, who recently com and white pop music so seamlessly, and dio policy at the CRTC in the late-1970s 
pleted the documentary Radio Revolu even fewer had so heterogeneous an and is considered an authority on the 
tion: The Rise and Fall of the Big 8. Why audience. Whether that overstates the regulator. He still blames the uproar 
would the CRTC, he asks, led by Que transformative power of pop music or on Drew, who decided to flout the new 
bec intellectuals, pay any attention to not, it didn't dint the CRTC'S fiercely na broadcast rules. "Remember," he says, 
the people of vVindsor? "CKLW was in tionalist resolve. "that station ran in Windsor for thirty 
a blue-collar city and it reflected rock When all else failed, John Bassett, years, without there ever being a prob
'n' roll," explains McNamara, a native the station's owner (and probably to lem." But once it became the Big 8, he 
of\Vindsor. "It was loud, brash, work- his disadvantage a prominent Tory in- argues, the CRTC couldn't back down. 
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ing class. The men and women running sider), tried bullying the CRTC. Bassett, "It was simple. The station was licensed 
the CRTC were upper-middle-class cen an old-fashioned high roller who ran to serve that small Canadian communi
tral Canadians, many of them from Baton Broadcasting Inc., was physical ty and it never did that job. Then they 
Quebec. None understood, let alone ly intimidating-over six feet tall and came to Ottawa and tried to turn the 
liked, commercial pop radio." aggressive, with a loud bark ofa voice. situation into the OK Corral. But they 

That was a sentiment often expres Once, after SjefFrenken, who was then were the Clanton Brothers who arrived 
sed in Windsor, where McNamara says chief of radio at the CRTC, had been without their guns, and the Earp Broth
people share the same sense of alien quoted in a New York Times article about ers shot them dead." 
ation from Ottawa as Western Canadi CKLW, an angry Bassett called him up. More than thirty years later, the 
ans do. In Radio Revolution, legendary "He asked me, 'Who are you to make CRTC shows no sign of shrinking from 
Toronto newsman Dick Smyth, who statements like that?'" recalls Frenk its role. A case in point occurred in July, 
worked at the station in the 1960s, en. "Well, I told him, 'I'm the chief of when the agency announced that it was 
points out that the city is located in radio and someone asked me what the pulling the licence of cHOI-FM in Que
Essex County, a neck of land that juts likely topics will be concerning CKLW.''' bec City, claiming it routinely broad
into Lake St. Clair and Lake Erie, giv When Bassett threatened to go over cast offensive material. (One deejay 
ing people a kind of"island mentality," his head to Juneau, Frenken told him, advocated dispensing with patients in 
a sense that they're psychologically iso "Go right ahead. You won't get a differ a nearby psychiatric institution by gas
lated from the rest of the country. ent answer from him." sing them.) Even so, the CRTC'S deci

There is, in fact, a clear orientation Frenken also says CKLW'S deputa sion was met with outrage, and in July 
toward the U.S. in vVindsor-nearly tion repeatedly tried to con the CRTC. nearly fifty thousand people protested 
30 percent of all trade between Can "CKLW was considered a problem by in the streets of Quebec City in sup
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Program director Les Garland was responsiblefor permanently, ifnot subtly, immortalizing 
CKLW when he helped create MTV, thefirst TVnetwork devoted to music videos. 

Trombley's ear for picking Billboard hits made the CKLW station a regular stop for rock stars. Here, Rosalie welcomes Kiss. 

port of the station, and another five 
thousand marched in Ottawa shortly 
afterwards. Even in a two-hundred
channel universe, with Internet, satel
lite TV, and radio, it seems the CRTC can 
still find ways to enrage. 

The agency's mandate may yet be 
challenged over the CHOI affair. The 
station's owners are appealing the de
cision to the Federal Court of Canada, 
and politicians ofall stripes rallied un
der the flag of free speech in support of 
the station, including NOP leader Jack 
Layton and Quebec Premier Jean Cha
rest, who said the CRTC is out of touch 
with the public mood. 

Both sides in the debate cite grow
ing media competition to support their 
case. With so much available, the reg
ulator's detractors argue that it is no 
longer possible or necessary to con
trol content. But its supporters main
tain that it is precisely because there is 

so much competition that there has to 
be an agency that represents Canadi
an interests. "The CRTC, or something 
like it, is absolutely fundamental to any 
country, any society, that believes itself 
to be worthwhile and important," says 
Pollard. "Every country has something 
like it-France, Germany, the u.K." 

Today, the CRTC does have more on 
its plate than perhaps at anytime in its 
history-much of it the result of the 
rapidly expanding media universe. A 
recent decision imposed severe lim
its on broadcasters who air the Arab 
news channel Al-Jazeera, even though 
it is available uncensored on televi
sion in many countries and can be ob
tained in Canada via the Internet and 
illegal satellite. 

The CRTC was also recently vilified 
for rejecting a licence application by 
the Italian TV channel RAJ International, 
on the grounds that it would put the 

Italian -Canadian Telelatino Network 
at a competitive disadvantage, even 
though Canadians with satellite dish
es can watch RAI. 

In the case of CHOI and CKLW, Pol
Iard says, it's impossible to make a direct 
comparison. By defining and criticizing 
people according to race, he argues, 
CHOI flew in the face of the Charter 
of Rights and Freedoms, while CKLW 

was always inclusionary. "They were 
the only station serving the black com
munity in Detroit, Toledo, and Cleve
land," he recalls. "Their problem was 
only that they were a bunch of Ameri
can guys who said, 'Just let us do what 
we want; we know what to do.' There 
was never any contempt, no hatred to
ward a race or anything." 

By the late-1970s, its glory days over, 
CKLW was a victim of the CRTC, a frag
menting audience, and new FM tech
nology. Les Garland arrived as pro
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gram director in 1974 and stayed for 
three years before moving on, but he 
would be responsible for permanent
ly, if subtly, immortalizing CKLW when 
he helped create MTV, the first TV net
work devoted to music videos. "No 
doubt about it," says Garland, "MTV was 
derived from everything I'd learned 
about the Drake format. It was CKLW 

with pictures." 
Trombley also eventually moved on 

and would never again enjoy the pow
er she wielded at CKLW. For a while, she 
worked in Detroit, and later at CKEY in 
Toronto. But she didn't fit into the tight
ly managed, corporate-driven era. For 
one thing, playlists were being format
ted by consultants, so music directors 
had become glorified ordertakers. She 
eventually moved back to Windsor and 
worked for Barney Ales, a former Mo
town Records executive who ran an 
independent label in Detroit, until she 
was in a serious car accident that pre
vented her from working for years. 

It took McNamara years of negotia
tions to convince Trombley, who now 
works at Casino Windsor, to appear 
in Radio Revolution, in part because 
she has become increasingly publici
ty shy. "They all want to hear stories," 
Trombley complains, shortly after the 
Windsor screening of the documenta
ry. "Who you've met. The records you 
broke. It's like, 'Oh, God, you met El
ton John? You were with Paul McCart
ney?' Do you understand what I mean? 
People getting to know more about me 
than I would prefer that they did." Fi
nally, when I ask her how she felt after 
leaving CKLW, she replies sadly, "I knew 
it could never be duplicated again."D 

David Hayes is an award-winning author 
andjoumalist who has writtenfour nonfic
tion books, as well as articlesfor Saturday 
Night, Report On Business, The New 
York Times Magazine, and others. 

The Sleepers 
by Christopher Dewdney 

In the eye of sleep,
 
brushing against some spelunker's rope,
 
the mind comes undone
 
and stitches memories to dreams.
 
Who will imagine
 
that within the wriggling and miraculous
 
morning estuary of night's visions,
 
hidden under the midden
 
heap and moraine of dreams,
 
there is a further mystery?
 

Our dreams are like bruises
 
on the surface of the pond of sleep,
 
cavities in the strata ofself
 
where fugitive identities wander
 
through distant shoals of constellations.
 

Is the price of sleep,
 
while our souls crystallize into salt,
 
that we transform into carnal angels?
 
Lovers profit, unseen within the early dawn,
 
investing in somnambulant love,
 
like memories ofgold bracelets
 
dazzled in the waking glow of tropical rain.
 

What is protected, what
 
mystery obeyed?
 
By day we wrestle
 
the mutant litters ofour dreams,
 
stretching along meridians of hope and fear
 
that reach wanly into our lives,
 
while by night the dreams
 
we abandoned years ago
 
leave thin bones that smell of time,
 
hollow passages to dreams untold.
 
A palace of beasts in the twilight,
 
in uncertain darkness.
 

Christopher Dewdney is the author of eleven books of poetry and three books of non-fiction. 
A three-time nominee for the Governor General's Awards, Dewdney lives in Toronto where he 
teaches creative writing at York University. This year, Harper Collins published his non-fiction 
book, Acquainted with the Night: Excursions Through the World After Dark. 
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